Giles

“Wonderful Ideas

Beautifully Expressed”

Giles
Giles (Giles Runeckles Design) represents my
multi-disciplinary design and art studio. My work employs
a full range of high-end graphic and interpretive product
design techniques, creating striking solutions that support
real-world business and cultural initiatives.
My creative forte is in moving a concept forward from
its inception—designing the brand identity and crafting it’s
visual language through all expressions—in print, web, product and service opportunities, interiors and all points of customer interaction and experiences.
And, I understand that it’s not necessarily the product
or service alone, but in the provision of a whole set of
opportunities that orbit around it that can offer the most
effective points of engagement, value and excitement. I
think you’ll see the diversity of my clients artfully reflected
in the creativity of my studio’s work.
Welcome

Giles
“Thinking in terms of customer

delight, not merely satisfaction”
When you tell a story that touches someone, you give them
the gift of human attention.
Whether through a comprehensive programme, or through
individual initiatives, I believe everyone enjoys a good story,
creatively expressed, and I take pride in my record in creating
visual vocabularies that are relevant, credible and recognizable
in the marketplace.

Giles
I believe in longstanding relationships built on straight-forward
business principles, client service and kinship. All projects
reflect the result of a structured, yet flexible and collaborative
approach to development. All who are involved with your work,
from initial creative to the final production are passionate about
what they do, and I think it shows—I believe my work and
clients speak for themselves.
STUDIO SERVICES INCLUDE:
Complete Identity & Visual Language Programmes
Sales & Marketing Collateral
Website Design, Development & Deployment
Website CMS Integration
Advertising Strategies
Publications & Reports
Environmental Wayfinding
Exhibition Design & Graphics
Interior Design Integration
Fixtures, Furnishings, Art & Sculpture
Shaping the Wonderful & Whimsical

Giles
“Visual language is what the 			
heart reads after the mind has
become quiet”

We navigate our world using a multitude of symbols and
visual expressions that signal our personality and our
values, and a strong visual language are one of the means by
which we do this. With close collaboration Giles conceives
the desired personality and positioning and believes that
creating a powerful, colourful and intriguing visual language
makes all the difference.

Giles
For more than 28 years, my studio has provided
creative work for a wide variety of clients from internationally
recognized corporations, not-for-profit organizations and
individual entrepreneurs. These have included:
Air New Zealand

Listel Canada

Anthony Field Associates

MacDonald Merchant Bankers

Blake, Cassels & Graydon

Mad About Food Inc.

Bull, Housser & Tupper

Marcel Furnishings

Carolyn Vose Associates

medilloyd.com

Commerce One

Mercury Adjusters Inc.

Continuing Legal Education of BC

New Zealand Tourism Board

Coquitlam School Board

North Shore Arts Commision

CVD Capital Corp.

O’Doul’s Restaurant & Bar

Dancecorps

ORACLE Corporation

Downtown Custom Metal Works

Pacific Palisades Hotel

Harbour Dance Centre

Poorboy Clothing Company

Heffel Gallery

Profile Design Inc.

Hemlock Printers Ltd.

Quattro Restaurants Inc.

Joe Average

T2 Communications Inc.

Juricert Services Inc.

Teckcominco Limited

KhannaFedina Group Inc.

Theatre Projects UK

The Kimpton Group

Wakefield Millworks Ltd.

The Law Society of British Columbia

The Wickwire House

The Listel Hotel Vancouver

Youth Spot Employment

The Listel Hotel Whistler

ZIN Restaurant & Lounge

Giles
I have been fortunate to work with some amazing
individuals and organizations, many of whom have
been willing to share in their appreciation. These are
a few of their testimonials. I thank them for both their
work and candor.
The Law Society of British Columbia
“Giles Runeckles brought to our corporate identity project just the right balance of the modern and the traditional, through design
that is creative, functional and professional. The result was a stunning redesign of our society identity and fully integrated family
of print products—from stationery to unique print publications directed at the legal profession—and an array of complementary
electronic templates used across our organization. Runeckles understands the corporate environment—and shows just how
business objectives can be achieved without sacrificing design integrity.”
Denise Palmer
Member Communications Manager

Khanna Research
“Giles is foremost a person with imagination—a practical imagination that enables him to visualize striking 2 and 3-dimensional
solutions to the challenges of doing artistic work and designing business communications and environments. He is passionate and
captivated by the notion of his work stimulating the senses—his own, his clients’ and his clients’ customers.”
Sanjay Khanna
Principal, Khanna Research

The Listel Hotel
“Giles always brings a wealth of wonderful, innovative ideas to our projects. He’s not singularly focused on graphic design.
He is extremely skillful in bringing other disciplines to the mix, and probably more than anybody I have ever worked with, he
understands our hotel, it’s business, and has a true, organic feel for it.”
Lise Magee
Director of Public Relations

medilloyd.com
“Giles Runeckles is a delight to work with. He’s creative, conscientious, detail-oriented, and meets deadlines. Moreover, his
extended group of associates and suppliers know how to work hard and have fun at the same time. Many thanks Giles.”
Dr. Geoffrey J. Lloyd
medilloyd.com

Giles
Air New Zealand
“The professionalism, understanding and creativity that Giles has brought to all of our projects is impressive. Throughout the
years of partnering on materials for Air New Zealand, he has helped improve our market visibility along with elevating the artistic
integrity of airline travel marketing in general. Giles has produced nationally focused material for inclusion with Air New Zealand’s
global marketing efforts, ranging from sales/marketing kits, industry incentive collateral, coordinated advertising campaigns and
trade show graphics.”
Melanie Macauley
Western Sales Manager, Air New Zealand, Canada

Mad About Food Inc.
“Thank you so very much for the vision, design excellence and friendship. And what a great retail store we’ve opened. You’ve
helped in so many ways, and have guided, coaxed, encouraged and have brought a great deal of humour along this journey to
Mad About Food’s retail store.”
Allyson Nelson
President, Mad About Food Inc.

Bull, Housser & Tupper
“The understanding of the marketing objectives and obstacles, professionalism, and talent that Giles has brought to all of our
projects is inspired. He has helped heighten the integrity of legal marketing, producing materials including corporate identity,
collateral, advertising, public relations kits and special practice initiatives.”
Elizabeth Cordeau
Manager, Corporate Communications

Peter Koenig Design
“I’ve had the pleasure of working with Giles as both a client and creative partner. His design and conceptualization
skills, along with his commitment, attention to detail and humour, are all stimulating and refreshing, and he brings a not-so-common
set of talents to all of his projects.”
Peter Koenig
Principal, Peter Koenig Design Inc.

Mercury Adjusters Inc.
“Runeckles has been exceptional in terms of formulating creative and attractive design solutions for Mercury. He has taken the
time to understand our business and in doing so, provides a much needed consistency in the presentation of our business across
a variety of media.”
Paul Koivukoski
Principal, Mercury Adjusters Inc.
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“Let’s Chat”
Thank you for your interest in my design practice.
I’m always on the lookout to work with good people
and great ideas. To learn more about how I can help
you with your design and communication goals, please
contact me directly through email at giles@gqrd.com
or contact me at 1 604 258 9009.
Please feel free to contact me by post at:
Canada
Giles
Attn: Giles Runeckles
404-158 Promenade Drive
Nanaimo, British Columbia
Canada
V9R 6M7
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